Objectives

Modelling framework

Case studies

PRIMA aims at developing a method for scaling down the
analysis of policy impacts on multifunctional land uses and
on the economic activities. The scoped policies include the
cohesion policies (ERDF, ESF, CF), the enlargement process
(IPA) & the rural development policy (EAFRD) of the
European Commission, with a special focus on agriculture,
forestry, tourism, and ecosystem services.
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When facing new driving forces, economic actors may
adopt new activities, increase the size of their enterprise,
associate themselves with other actors at the local level,
re-organise their production systems in accordance
with the accurate industry, or even disappear if the local
context becomes unfavourable.
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The PRIMA approach is rooted on microsimulation and
agent-based models that rely on behaviour rules drawn up
at local level from stakeholders’ consultations for the main
actors in rural landscapes (e.g. farmers, forest industries,
local consumers, tourism actors), in a set of selected
municipalities drawn from regional case studies.

Expected outcomes
➼ Increased awareness among stakeholders on the
potential gains of model based approaches
➼ Agent-based models of municipality case studies for
scenario-analysis/identification and policy/management
experiments
➼ Sets of virtual municipality prototypes representing
contrasted situations and potential evolutions

‘How do structural funds impact
multifunctional land-uses?’

➼ Maps of structural evolutions at municipality level in a set
of regional case studies
➼ Evaluation of robust differences between the evolutions
p rovided by the aggregation of municipality level microsimulations and agent models and available models at
regional scale
➼ New principles for the enhancement
of the screening and the scoping of
impacts assessment methods
(SEA, EIA & SIA)
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...How to link these local insights
to European-scale social-ecological
dynamics and policies?
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...Local-scale models are crucial
to understand the associated
sustainability interplays
and trade-offs...

...With what prospects for ex-ante
analyses of structural funds and
impact assessment methods?
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Facing deep restructurations and
evolving challenges, European rural
areas still fulfill multiple social,
economic and ecological functions...
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